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ALMOST OPEN MAPPINGS BETWEENNORMED SPACES
ROBIN HARTE
Abstract. The almost open bounded linear operators between two normed spaces
form an open set whose topological boundary is disjoint from the operators which

are bounded below.

Introduction. Suppose X and Y are real or complex normed spaces, and write

BY(X, Y) for the bounded linear operators from X to Y. Recall that TGBL(X,Y)
is said to be bounded below if there is k > 0 for which

(0.1)

||jc||<zí||7jc||

foreachxGX,

and is said to be open if there is k > 0 for which

(0.2)

y G {Tx: ||jt||<%||}

for each y G Y.

Evidently,
(0.3)

T bounded below => Tone-one,

Topen =* Tonto,

and
(0.4)

T invertible » T bounded below and onto
» T one-one and open.

From the point of view of invertibility, boundedness below is the bounded linear
analogue of one-oneness and openness is the bounded linear analogue of ontoness. If
also S G BL(Y, Z) then there are implications

(0.5)

S, T bounded below =»S ■T bounded below =>T bounded below

and
(0.6)

S, Topen =>S ■Topen =>5 open.

Algebraically, in other words, boundedness below and openness continue to resemble one-oneness and ontoness. Topologically, the operators which are bounded

below form an open subset of BL(A', Y): specifically if (0.1) holds and if k\\T - T\\
< 1 then for each x G X,

(0.7)

*||r*||>*||7*||-*||r

- r|| ||x||>(i - k\\r - t\\)\\x\\,

so that (0.1) holds with T in place of T and k' = k/(\ - k\\T - T\\) in place of k.
It is here that the theory suddenly begins to cloud over: we are unable to prove the
analogue of (0.7) for the set of open mappings, but we are instead able to prove it for
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a slightly larger class of mappings, the "almost open" mappings. We make the
formal definition in §1, and show that they form an open set whose topological
boundary is disjoint from the set of bounded below operators. In §2 we give some
examples to show how the almost open mappings fail to completely replace the open
mappings, and look at their duality theory. In §3 we introduce a definition of
"approximate invertibility", and in §4 we look briefly at enlargements for almost
open mappings.
1. The almost open mappings look only slightly more general than the open
mappings:

1.1 Definition.

T G BL( X, Y ) is said to be almost open if there is k > 0 for which

(1.1.1)

y ecl{7x:

W<%||}

foreachyGY.

Readers will recognise this from its ghost-like appearance in the middle of the "open
mapping theorem" [2, Lemma 5-2-2]:
(1.1.2)

Y complete, T onto => T almost open,

and
(1.1.3)

X complete, T almost open => T open.

It is elementary that
(1.1.4)

T open => T almost open => T dense,

and if also S £ BL(y, Z) then
(1.1.5)

S, T almost open =>S • T almost open =>S almost open.

1.2 Theorem.

The almost open mappings form an open subset of BL( X, Y).

Proof. Suppose T G BL( X, 7) is almost open, with zc> 0 satisfying (1.1.1), and

let T G BY(X, Y) satisfy k\\T - T\\ < 1: then we claim that T satisfies (1.1.1) with
k' — k/(\ — 8) in place of k whenever zc||7" — 7"|| < 5 < 1. To see this write
5 = e + zc||7" — y|t and let y G Y be arbitrary: then there is xx G X for which

||y<- 7x,|| <e\\y\\ and \\xx\\< k\\y\\, so that also H/ - Txß « 8\\y\\. Withj>2 =yT'xx in place of y, obtain x2 in place of x,; inductively obtain a sequence (xn) in X

for which, for each ziëN,
(1.2.1)

\\y-T'(xxAx2A---Axn)\\^S"\\y\\

and

\\xn\\< k8"->\\y\\,

so that

(122)

tty-r(x,+*2

+ ."+*.)||-0

and

Ik + *2 + ■• • +*J < k(\ A Ô+ • • ■+S"-l)\\yi ^ k\\y\\/(l - Ô).
An operator which is bounded below and also the limit of a sequence of operators
with dense range must be almost open:

1.3 Theorem. IfT G BY(X, Y) then
(1.3.1)

T bounded below, ||T— 7j,|| -» 0, Tndense =»T dense,

and
(1.3.2)

T bounded below, T dense =* T almost open.
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Proof.

Towards (1.3.1) suppose^

(1.3.3)

E Y is arbitrary; then there is (xn) in X with

Ib-^xJ^Hr-rJ-O

asn^œ

which gives, using (0.1),

lb - Tx„\\<\\y - T„x„\\A\\T- Tn\\\\xn\\<\\y - 7> J A k\\T- Tn\\\\Txn\\
<b -T„xn\\Ak\\T~

Tn\\||Txn -y\\Ak\\T-

T„\\\\y\\,

so that
(1 "*||r-

Tn\\)\\y-Txn\My-Tnxn\\Ak\\T-

Tn\\\\y\\<\\T - Tn\\(l A k\\y\\),

which forces ||>>- Txn\\ -> 0. Since y was arbitrary, Tis dense.
Towards (1.3.2) suppose first that Z is a dense subspace of 7: we claim

(1.3.4)

YCd(Z)=>{yG

7: \y\\< 1} Ç cl(z E Z: ||z||< 1}.

Indeed, if y G Y is arbitrary and (z„) in Z satisfies \\y — zn\\ -> 0, define
(1.3.5)

z'n = zn

z/||z„H|M|

||zJ<|M|

and

and

z'n = \y\zj\zn\

z/||zj

>|[y||,

so that

(1.3.6)

\\y - zj<||,

- zn\\+\ \\y\\-\\zn\\ \< 2\\y - zj - 0.

Applying this with Z = T(X) and zc > 0 satisfying (0.1) gives (xn) and (x'n) with

z„ = Txn and z'„ = Tx'„, so that \\y - Tx'„\\- 0 and K|| *s k\\y\\.
1.4 Theorem. If T G BL(X, Y) is in the topological boundary of the almost open
mappings then T is not bounded below.

Proof. If T is in the boundary of the almost open mappings then, by Theorem
1.2, Tis not itself almost open, while there is a sequence (Tn) for which ||T — r„|| -» 0
with each Tn almost open, therefore, by (1.1.4), dense. Now if T were bounded
below, then by Theorem 1.3 it would be almost open, a contradiction.
2. The "dual" of Theorem 1.3 does not hold in general: it is possible for
T G BY(X, Y) to be one-one and almost open without being bounded below. It is
also possible for T to be onto without being almost open, and for T to be almost
open without being onto. As an abbreviation, say that 7 is weaker than X if it is
obtained by putting a different norm on the same linear space, in such a way that
the identity I: X -» 7 is continuous, and that 7 is strictly weaker than X if also the
identity I : Y -» X is not continuous.
2.1 Theorem. If X is a dense proper subspace of Y and T: X -» 7 is the natural
injection then T G BL(3V, 7) is almost open but not onto.

Proof. By (1.3.2) T is almost open, while if T were onto then X — 7.
For example, take 7 = C[0,1] in the usual supremum norm, with X the subspace
of polynomials, or of continuously differentiable functions.
2.2 Theorem. If X is complete, 7 is strictly weaker than X, and T: X -> 7 is the
identity, then T G BL^, 7) is onto but not almost open.
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Proof. By (1.1.3) T would be open if it were almost open, which would make the
topology of 7 the same as that of X.
For example take X = C[0,1] in the usual supremum norm, and give 7 the

L,-norm x -» J\x\.
2.3 Theorem. If Y is complete and strictly weaker than X, and T: X — Y is the
identity, then T G BL( X, 7) is one-one and onto, and almost open, but not bounded
below and not open.

Proof. By (1.1.2) T is almost open, but if it were either bounded below or open
then the topology of 7 would be the same as that of X.
For example [2, Problem 3-1-105], let X be a dense proper subspace of a complete
space Z so that, via Hamel basis theory, X = f'](0) for some discontinuous linear
functional/on Z. Choose z0 E Z for which f(z0) = 1 and then use the Hahn-Banach
Theorem to find a continuous linear functional g on Z for which g(z0) — 1. Define
U: g"'(0) -* X by setting U(z) = z —f(z)z0 for each z E g~'(0); now define the
7-normon A"by setting ||t/(z)||y = ||z||z for each z E g~'(0).
Remark that Theorem 2.1 also shows that the property (1.1.3) characterizes
complete spaces: for if X is not complete take 7 to be its completion and T: X — Y
the natural injection.

In spite of the failure of the dual of Theorem 1.3, the dual of Theorem 1.4 holds.
Appropriately, the proof is by duality. If A' is a normed linear space write 3A+=
BL(AMto)where IKis the scalar field, for the dual space of X, and if T 6 BL(.Y, 7)
write ft for the dual operator, or "adjoint", of T, in BL(7f, Xf):

(2.3.1)

T\g)

= g ■T for each g G Y\

We recall, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem, that

(2.3.2)

11^11
= imi;

also by [2, Theorem 11-3-4; 1, Theorem 1.2],
(2.3.3)

rf almost open =>T bounded below =>T* open,

and
(2.3.4)

Talmost open => Tf bounded below => Talmost open.

Indeed both implications in (2.3.3) are simple applications of the Hahn-Banach
Theorem; the first implication in (2.3.4) is very elementary, while the second needs
not just the Hahn-Banach Theorem but the harder "separation theorem".

From (2.3.3) and (2.3.4), using also (2.3.2), it is clear that Theorem 1.2 is
equivalent to the dual result (0.7). We also obtain the dual of Theorem 1.3:

2.4 Theorem. If T G BL( X, Y ) is in the topologicalboundary of the bounded below
operators then T is not almost open.

Proof. If T is in the boundary of the bounded below operators then by (0.7) T is
not itself bounded below, which by (2.3.3) means Tf is not almost open, while there

exist (Tn) in BL(X, 7) which are bounded below and satisfy \\T — T"„||-> 0. By
(2.3.3) each 73/ is almost open and by (2.3.2) \\T* — r„f|| -» 0. We have therefore
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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proved that T* is in the topological boundary

of the almost open operators
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in

BL(7+, Xf). By Theorem 1.4 Tf is not bounded below, and then by (the elementary
half of) (2.3.4) T is not almost open.
3. Theorem 1.4 was sensed by pondering a familiar result in normed algebras. To
present this idea suppose normed algebras A and B satisfy

(3.0.1)

I G A GBL(X, X)

and I G B G BL(7, 7),

and suppose M is a linear subspace of BL(7, X) for which

(3.0.2)

AM G M and MB G M.

Then if T G BL( X, 7) satisfies

(3.0.3)

TMGB

and MTGA,

define composition mappings LT: M -» B and RT: M -» A by setting

(3.0.4)

LT(S) = TS and Rr(S) = ST

for each S G M.

Say that T G BL(X, 7) is left M-invertibleiff there is S G M for which ST = I, and
right M-invertible iff there is S G M for which TS = 7; then evidently
(3.0.5)

RTonto =» Tleft M-invertible =>RTopen,

and
(3.0.6)

LT onto =>T right M-invertible =>LT open.

3.1 Definition. T G BY(X, 7) is said to be approximately left M-invertible if there
is (Sn) in M for which
(3.1.1)

||J - SB7|-» 0

as«->oo,

and is said to be approximately right M-invertible if there is (Sn) in M for which

(3.1.2)

\\l-TSn\\^0

asn^oo.

3.2 Theorem. SupposeM G BL(Y, X) and T G BL(X, Y) satisfy (3.0.3): then
(3.2.1)

RTdense =>Tapproximately left M-invertible
=>RTalmost open,

and
(3.2.2)

LT dense =>T approximately right M-invertible
=»LT almost open.

Also
(3.2.3)

R T almost open =>L T bounded below, and
LT almost open =>RT bounded below.

Proof. If RT is dense then I G cl{ST: S G M}, giving (3.1.1). If (3.1.1) holds
there is 50 E M for which ||7 — S0T\\ < 1, and if we take

(3.2.4)

U=I-SQT

and S„ = (I A U A ■■■A U")S0

then

(3.2.5) SnGM,

||f-Sn7l|H|t/"+1|H0

and ||Sj<||Sj/
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More generally, if V G A is arbitrary then

(3.2.6)

\\V-RT(VSn)\\^0

and

\\VSn\\<k\\V\\ with k =\\SQ\\/(l -\\U\\),

which means RT is almost open. The proof of (3.2.2) is exactly similar.
Towards the first implication of (3.2.3), if RT is almost open then (3.2.5) holds,
and for arbitrary S G M we have

IlsHIU - snr)s|j+||snrs|M|/ - s„r|| ||s|| + *||re||,
giving

(l -||7-5„r||)||S||</c||rS||

for each n G N,

which means ||S|| < Â:'|137^5"11
whenever k < k'. The argument for the second implication of (3.2.3) is exactly the same.

We refer to T G BL(3A,7) for which LT is not bounded below as topological left
M-zero divisors, and to T G BL(3A,7) for which RT is not bounded below as
topological right M-zero divisors. If N G BL(33f,7) is a linear subspace for which

(3.2.7)

NAGN,

BNGN,

MN G A and NMGB,

then it follows from Theorems 3.2 and 1.4 that

(3.2.8)

d{T G N: RTalmost open) ifl {T G N: RT boundedbelow}
D ( T G N: LT almost open},

and

(3.2.9)

9(7/ E N: LTalmost open} <\\{T G N: LT boundedbelow}
D {T G N: RTalmost open},

where 9A3is the topological boundary of A3in A and "77 ffl A3" means "77 (1 K — 0 ".
4. We conclude with a brief discussion of enlargements. If X is a normed space
then the quotient

(4.0.1)

Q(X) = lJX)/c0(X)

is called the enlargement of X; it contains the usual completion as a subspace. The
norm of a coset has a nice expression: if x G lx(X) then
(4.0.2)

||x + c0(*)||=

dist(x,c0(X))

= lim sup ||jcj.
n

If T E BL( X, 7) then the enlargement of T is the operator
(4.0.3)

Q(T): (xx, x2, x„...)

A c0(X) ^ (Txx,Tx2,Tx3,...)

A c0(Y).

Evidently Q(T) is well defined, linear and bounded with ||Q(T)|| = ||r||. It is also by
now familiar that [1, Theorem 3]

(4.0.4)

Q(T) one-one =>T bounded below =>Q(T) bounded below.

4.1 Theorem. 7/7 E BL(Z, 7) then
(4.1.1)

Q( T ) almost open =» T almost open =>Q( T ) open,

and

(4.1.2)

Q(T) dense =»Tdense.
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Proof. If T is almost open, with k > 0 satisfying (1.1.1), and if y G lx(Y) is
arbitrary, then for each zz E I^J there is xn G X with ||^„ — 73x„|| < 1/zz and ||xj| <
k\\y„\\; in particular, H^H^ < /cH^Hoo< oo so that x G lM(X), and then
lim sup \\yn — Txn\\ = 0

and

n

which says that 0(7)

lim sup ||jr„|| < k lim sup ||_yj,
n

n

is open. Conversely, if Q(T) is almost open then for each

y G Y and each e > 0 there is xe = (xen) in lx(X)

for which limsup„||x„||

«S k\\y\\

and limsup„||_y — 73x„||< e. Thus if 0 < k < k' and e > 0 we can find zE = x*Nfor
which ||zc|| < k'\\y\\ and \\y — Txe\\ =£ 2e, which says that T is almost open. Part of

this same argument gives the implication (4.1.2).
We have been unable to decide whether or not the implication

(4.1.3)

Q(^) dense =» Talmost open

holds, which would be more closely analogous to (4.0.4). However, it is now clear

that
4.2 Theorem. If T G BY(X, 7) then
(4.2.1)

Q(7") one-one and dense =* Tbounded below and almost open

=>Q( T ) invertible.
Proof. The second implication is clear: if T is bounded below and almost open
then (4.0.4) and (4.1.1) say that Q(T) is bounded below and open, therefore
invertible. If Q(T) is one-one and dense then (4.0.4) and (4.1.2) say that T is
bounded below and dense, and (1.3.2) says that T is bounded below and almost
open.
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